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Abstract
The urgency to increase the efficiency of recognition of car number plates on images with a complex
background need the development of methods, algorithms and programs to ensure high efficiency, To solve the
task the author has used the methods of the artificial Intelligence, identification and pattern recognition in
images, theory of artificial neural networks, convolution neural networks, evolutionary algorithms,
mathematical modeling and models characters were then statistics by using feed forward back propagated multi
layered perception neural networks.. The proposed this work is to show a system that solves the practical
problem of car identification for real scenes. All steps of the process, from image acquisition to optical
character recognition are considered to achieve an automatic identification of plate.
Index Terms: Automatic System, Neural Networks, Recognition, of license plates.
© 2017 Published by MECS Publisher. Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of the Research
Association of Modern Education and Computer Science.

1. Introduction
The problem of the traffic control of the intersections requires the understanding of, but also and some way
to check the decisions and the assessment of its effectiveness. Testing of the real, intersections will be so difficult especially when the designer must constantly make changes in its development and use of output data for
analysis and other purposes. Another way of modeling is not required, the designer flexibility to test its design
and the results of the much easier and faster. One of these ways using stolen vehicles search [1].
Constantly growing use of video surveillance technology, troop simultaneously and multiple remote from the
operator objects. Special place among such technologies are intelligent video surveillance Intelligent Surveillance Systems, capable in automatic mode to detect the situation and the achievement of the aims of monitoring.
Such systems demand, primarily because the orders to reduce the use of human resources as the operator do
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not need to be a continuous view data from multiple cameras to confirm that the system "special" situations.
“Subcategory" intelligent video surveillance systems are the system of automatic locking violations of the rules
of the road, capable to identify violations such as excessive collisions displays the speed of the planned for the
solid or stop the line, travel to red light. In this article is the journalists study with a view to the establishment
of the detection unit vehicles to correct the failure of the benefits of planned unregulated transition
[2].Identifying such violations requires simultaneous trajectory tracking of pedestrians and vehicles that it's
harder than locking system cited above, it was decided to start by examining the applicability of algorithms
based on background subtraction and follow-up to filter the areas of processing and object recognition in images is one of the most difficult tasks in the field of information technology. Due to the importance of this issue,
research facility of recognition, image and speech analysis are included in the list of priority directions of science, technology and development of Federal critical technologies. The proposed system acquires a car image
with a digital camera. Snapshot improved by removing noise processing stage by applying the median filter.
Contrast enhancement is carried out on the filtered image to reduce various lighting effect day. Also improved
the text and background contrast registration number. Edge detector applied on the test image, maximum
amount and rejecting edges found by using the proposed method, which gives the location of the plate at the
last stage of the proposed growing window algorithm is used to remove the false number plate areas. After
marking plates area is done for the convenience of the use [3,4,5].
2. Related Works
The Work will be held Modern methods of character recognition in images are used for a wide range of
scope of work such as text recognition


Infrastructure of Implementation
This work has been surfaces of various work; Corresponding block diagram of total
Steps of the algorithm in this part are shown in Fig. 1. the following steps:
-Start and - Localization
-Character and Numbers Segmentation
-Feature Extraction of Segmented Image
-Recognize the Extracted Features
-Show the License Plate
-End

Fig.1. Character Segmentation for Extraction of Number Plates
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Currently, these technologies are implemented in three traditional methods, they are: structural, feature and
template methods. Each of these methods is focused on its conditions of use which it is effective for. However,
all these methods have disadvantages. When image recording the greatest transformations, affecting the recognition result, are made by the affine and Projective transformations occurring due to change in the imaging angle change of scale and weather conditions. Also, the presence of foreign objects in images with complex
background significantly reduce the reliability of the recognition methods used in modern systems of car number plates recognition in images and video sequences [6].
3. Proposed Method for License Plate Location
The most frequently, the classical neural network architectures (multi-layer perception network with radial
basis function, etc.) are used for recognition and identification of the image, but analysis of these works and
experimental studies are followed that the use of classical neural network architectures for this problem solving
is ineffective for the following reasons:
• Images are of a greater dimension, respectively, the size of the neural network increases
• A large number of parameters increases the capacity of the system and therefore requires more training
sampling, and expands the time and computational complexity of the training process;
• To improve the efficiency of the system, it is desirable to apply several neural networks (which are trained
with different initial values of synaptic coefficients and order of images presentation), but it increases the
computational complexity of problem solving and a run-time.
• There are no invariability to changes in the image scale, the camera’s shooting angles and other geometric
transformations of the input signal
Therefore, to solve the problem of the extraction of the characters area we chose the neural networks of the
high accuracy because they provide a partial resistance to changes in scale, shifting, rotation, angle change and
other transformations [7].
Each layer of the neural networks of the high accuracy is a set of planes made up of neurons. Neurons in one
plane have the same synaptic coefficients, leading to all the local sites of the previous layer. Each neuron of the
layer receives inputs from some area of the previous layer (a local receptive field), that is, the input image of
the previous layer is scanned by a small window and passed through a set of synaptic coefficients, and the result is displayed on the corresponding neuron of the current layer. Thus, the set of planes is a map of characteristics, and each plane finds “its own” parts of the image anywhere on the previous layer. The size of the local
receptive field is selected independently during the development of the neural network [8].
The layers are divided into two types: the convolution type and sub-selective one. When scanning the receptive fields partially superimpose on each other like shingles in the convolution layers, but the areas of neighboring neurons do not overlap in sub Sam piling layer. Sub sampling layer decreases the scale of planes by local averaging the outputs of neurons, thus the hierarchical organization is achieved. Subsequent layers take
more common characteristics which are less dependent on the image’s transformations. After passing through
several layers the map of characteristics degenerates into a vector [9].
Gradually, the neural network is trained to extract the key characteristics of the cars number plates in the input images. Convolution neural network consisting of seven layers for character area extraction in images is
proposed. (Fig.2)
The input layer with size of 28x44 neurons consists of 1232 neurons. It does not bear any functional load and
serves only to feed the input image to the neural network.
Following the input layer is the first hidden layer, which is a convolution one. This layer consists of 6 convolution planes. The size of each plane of this layer is 24x40 = 960 neurons.
The second hidden layer is sub sampling one, which is also composed of six planes, each of which has a
synaptic mask with size of 2x2. The size of each plane of that layer is 12x 20 = 240 neurons, which is half as
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big as the size of the plane of the previous layer.
The third hidden layer is the convolution layer. It consists of 18 planes with a size of 16x8 = 128 neurons.
The fourth hidden layer is a sub sampling layer and it consists of 18 planes with a size of 4x12 = 48 neurons.
Fifth hidden layer consists of 18 simple sigmoid neurons, one for each plane of the previous layer. The role
of this layer is to provide a classification after characteristics extraction and reducing the input dimension are
satisfied. Each neuron in this layer is fully connected with each neuron of only one plane of the previous layer.
The sixth layer is the output layer. It consists of a single neuron, which is fully connected with all neurons in
the previous layer. In accordance with a problem to be solved it is enough only one output in the structure of
the neural network. The output value of the neural network is within [-1; 1] that is, respectively, the presence or
absence of car number plate on the image under classification.
Thus, when scanning the input image, the feedbacks of neural network form the peaks at locations of car
number plates. The responses are within [-1; 1], in accordance with the selected activation function.
Synaptic mask in convolution layers is 5x5 neurons; the synaptic mask in sub sampling layers is 2x2 neuron.
The use of the principle of synaptic coefficients association gives the effect of reducing the number of adjustable parameters of the neural network.
The size of the convolution plane is determined in accordance with the following expression:
Q1
Q2
Here w c , h c is the width and height of the convolution layer respectively; wu, h u is the width and height of the
previous layer’s plane; K is the width (height) of the scanning window.
We chose the hyperbolic tangent as an activation function:

Fig.2. Modified Structure Convolution Neural Network for Character Area Extraction: 1) input; 2, 4) convolution layers; 3, 5) sub sampling
layers; 6, 7) layers of the usual neurons

Some pictures of car plates from the training sample, arranged frontally with respect to the recording device.
The images were obtained under different weather conditions, time of day and different lighting and contrast.
Here f (a) is a required value of the item, a is weighted sum of the signals of the previous layer, (А) is an
amplitude of this function, S determines its position relatively to the reference point.
This activation function is odd one with horizontal asymptotes (+A and –A).
This function has a number of advantages to solve the problem:
•
•

Symmetrical activation functions, such as the hyperbolic tangent, provide a faster convergence than the
standard logistic function;
The function has a continuous first derivative and simple derivative, which can be computed in terms of its
value which saves a computation.
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The Q of convolution layer’s neuron operation:
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is k-th neuron of convolution layer’s plane; b k is neural displacement of the k-th plane; K is size of the
receptive field of the neuron;
t is matrix of synaptic coefficients; x is outputs of neurons of the previous
layer.
The formula of subsampling layer’s neuron operation:
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Algorithm of back propagation of error - a standard one for the neural network - is used. To measure the quality
of recognition we used the function of average square error:
∑(

)

Q5

E p is the value of the error function for the image p; t pj is desired output neuron j for image p; o pj is valid output
neuron j for image p.
The final correction of the synaptic coefficients is made according to the formula:
(

)

( )

Q6

(п) Is a proportionality factor affecting., the algorithm of back propagation of error is calculated for the entire
training set of data to calculate the average or the true gradient. When unadjusted network is supplied with input
image, it gives some random output. The error function is the difference between the current network output and
the ideal output to be obtained. For successful network training it is required to bring the network output to the
desired output, i.e. to reduce sequentially the value of the error function. This is achieved by setting of interneuron connections. Each neuron in the network has its own weight; they are adjustable to reduce the value of the
error function.
The values of the weighting factors were randomly selected from a normal distribution with zero average and
standard deviation:
√
m is a number of bonds included in the neuron.
To train the network we developed a database with 1000 images of car number plates.
To create more examples and to increase the degree of invariance of the neural network to various rotations we
developed a set of images of car number plates, arranged at different angles on vertical and horizontal directions
and on the plane relatively to the recording device (Fig. 3). The images were obtained under different weather
conditions, time of day and different lighting and contrast.
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Fig.3. Pictures of Car Plates from the Training Sample, Arranged Frontally with Respect to the Recording Device.

Fig.4. Horizontal histogram Ming. Lines 1 And 2 Correspond to the Two Largest Peaks. X Is A Number of the Image Line, Y Is an
Average Intensity Of The Image Line

Further we conduct a vertical histogram at an angle mutually perpendicular to n, and here we can see about 10
peaks in the intervals between characters. Thus, the areas of the certain characters on the car number plates are
extracted (Fig. 5).

Fig.5. Pictures Of Car Plates from the Training Sample are Inclined with Respect to the Recording Device.

3.1. Extraction of separate characters using the average intensity histograms
After extraction the characters’ area in the image it is necessary to extract the separate characters for further
recognition. To this end we propose to use a method based on average intensity histograms.
The characters’ area extracted in the previous stage is scanned pixel by pixel from left to right, top to bottom,
while the average intensity of pixels in each column is calculated. In those places where there is no character, the
average intensity will be significantly different from the intensity of the places where the characters are. Further,
by performing the same operation row wise, we get a set of separate characters, which may be already analyzed In
order to extract the character line from the entire image, we propose to calculate the horizontal histogram at first.
Since the background of the car number plate is the brightest area in the image, the two largest peaks will correspond to areas 1 and 2 (Fig. 4).
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When recording, the plate’s image is exposed to various mixings and transformations therefore the lines corresponding to regions 1 and 2 will not be positioned horizontally, but with an unknown angle. In this connection,
we propose to build not one but n histograms of an average intensity each of which is not built horizontally but at
a predetermined angle [11].
The required amount of histograms of an average intensity is determined from the technical specifications of
image recording. As per this conditions the rotation angle of the image does not exceed 20 °horizontally in the
right and the left side, therefore, n = 41. Among
Constructed n histograms it hall be chosen that one which contains the largest value of y-direction because the
largest value will correspond to area 1 or 2 (fig. 4) [12].
3.2. Convolution neural network for characters recognition on images
We have developed the convolution neural network with 4 hidden layers in order to extract the selected
characters (Fig. 6).
The first layer is the input one, and consists of 28x28 = 841 neuron.
A second layer is convolution one and composed of six planes with size 24x24 = 578 neurons.
The size of the convolution plane is determined in accordance with the formulas (1, 2).
The third layer is the sub sampling one and also consists of five planes with size 12x12 = 144 neurons.

Fig.6. The Convolution Neural Network for Character Recognition: 1) input; 2, 4) convolution layers; 3) sub sampling layers; 5, 6) layers
of the usual neurons

The fourth layer is a convolution layer and it consists of 50 planes with a size of 8x8 = 64 neurons.
The fifth layer consists of 126 simple sigmoid neurons. The role of this layer is to provide a classification after
characteristics extraction and reducing the input data dimension are satisfied.
The sixth layer is the output layer and consists of 21 neurons.
According to 50577-11 the car number plates may include the following characters: A, B, E, K, M, Н, O, P, C,
T, X, Y and the numbers from 0 to 9. Therefore, the output layer consists of 21 neurons because 21 characters are
to be recognized.
For network training, we used a database of 60,000 images of handwritten digits and created a database of
20,000 letter images. The size of the test sample is 10,000 characters.
The basis of the aforementioned algorithms we developed a software system that provides the probability not
less than 98% for car number plate’s recognition in images with complex background under the following conditions of recording:
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Processing time: 35 milliseconds;
Character height is not less than 14 pixels;
Car number plate illumination shall in the range from 50 to 1000 lux;
The horizontal deviation angle of car number plates in respect to the recording device is up to ±60 °;
The vertical deviation angle of car number plates in respect to the recording device is up to ±65 °;
The rotation angle of the car number plate’s license on the plane is up to ± 25.

3.3. Comparison of technical specifications of Car Number Plates Recognition Systems
As we can see from Table1, the developed software system yields to systems existing in the market in all
characteristics,
Table 1 Comparison of technical specifications of Car Number Plates Recognition Systems and on the contrary in some respects it leaves them behind.
As we can see from Table 3, the developed software system is able to recognize car number plates located at
the biggest deviation angles in comparison with other systems.
System name
"Auto-Inspector"
"Auto-Intellect"
«SL-Traffic»
"Dignum- auto"
«CarFlow II»
Developed software

Recognition
probability %
95
90
90
90
93.98
98

Recognition time
not specified
not specified
not specified
not specified
60 ms
35 ms

Illumination lux

at least 50

from 50 to 1000

The minimum height of
character in image
not specified
not specified
25 pixels
not specified
not specified
12 pixels

4. Conclusion
In this paper a general algorithmic model is proposed based on the average pixel intensity histograms for individual characters selection is used. The six layer convolution neural network for character recognition on
images is implemented. The represented software system can recognize car number plates with deviation horizontally, vertically and in a plane angels under high speed.
The work is scheduled to receive actual scientific results in the Following areas:






Parametric model of multilayer neural network.
Programming model in object-oriented view.
Quality evaluation of neural network recognition of human individuals.
Connect the input blocks images from video cameras, face recognition and selection.
Analysis of the effectiveness of facial recognition in real time.
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